
ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  WQHE SECOND QUARTER 2019

ISSUE:  YOUTH PROGRAMMING

04/06/19 at 19:30…Blessed2Play…30 minutes… Host Ron Meyer speaks with various 
sports figures and the motivation behind their life on and off the field. Ron talks with 
Maria DeLuca, former Seton Hall University softball player.

04/13/19 at 19:30…Blessed2Play…30 minutes… Host Ron Meyer speaks with various 
sports figures and the motivation behind their life on and off the field. Ron talks with 
Kielce Gussie, a track athlete from St. Mary’s University.

05/05/19 at 19:30…Blessed2Play…30 minutes… Host Ron Meyer speaks with various 
sports figures and the motivation behind their life on and off the field. Ron talks with 
Brando Nimmo, NY Mets outfielder.

05/18/19 at 19:30…Blessed2Play…30 minutes… Host Ron Meyer speaks with various 
sports figures and the motivation behind their life on and off the field. Ron talks with 
Sean Finan who is a former collegiate volleyball player at the University of Connecticut.

06/01/19 at 19:30…Blessed2Play…30 minutes… Host Ron Meyer speaks with various 
sports figures and the motivation behind their life on and off the field. Ron talks with 
Gabriella Kreuz who is a broadcast and commercial talent in the area of Cleveland. 

06/15/19 at 19:30…Blessed2Play…30 minutes… Host Ron Meyer speaks with various 
sports figures and the motivation behind their life on and off the field. Ron talks with Dan 
Burch, former teaching professional from the University of Kentucky Wildcats.



ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  WQHE SECOND QUARTER 2019

ISSUE:  FAMILY, PARENTING AND RELATIONSHIPS

04/06/19 at 09:00…Mast Appeal…120 minutes… Host Coleen Kelly Mast has a lot of 
experience from her work with families and counseling that she contributes to aiding her 
audience.  On this program she talks about losing loved ones to death.

04/13/19 at 09:00…Mast Appeal…120 minutes… Host Coleen Kelly Mast has a lot of 
experience from her work with families and counseling that she contributes to aiding her 
audience.  On this program she spoke about enabling the irresponsibility of a parent’s 
child.

05/11/19 at 09:00…Mast Appeal…120 minutes… Host Coleen Kelly Mast has a lot of 
experience from her work with families and counseling that she contributes to aiding her 
audience.  On this program she spoke to a woman who has a question about 
relationships and a future daughter-in-law asking this woman’s husband to walk her 
down the aisle. 

05/18/19 at 09:00…Mast Appeal…120 minutes… Host Coleen Kelly Mast has a lot of 
experience from her work with families and counseling that she contributes to aiding her 
audience.  On this program she spoke with a woman about talking to her grown children 
that she needs to put her husband in hospice.

06/08/19 at 09:00…Mast Appeal…120 minutes… Host Coleen Kelly Mast has a lot of 
experience from her work with families and counseling that she contributes to aiding her 
audience.  On this program she spoke about verbal abuse in relationships.

06/22/19 at 09:00…Mast Appeal…120 minutes… Host Coleen Kelly Mast has a lot of 
experience from her work with families and counseling that she contributes to aiding her 
audience.  On this program she spoke to a lady about her dedication in a relationship.



ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  WQHE SECOND QUARTER 2019

ISSUE:  HEALTH

04/04/19 at 13:00...The Doctor Is In...57 minutes... Dr. Ray Guarendi hosts a call-in and 
email show and gives advice on mental health of individuals. On this episode he talked 
to someone who has a close relative who is near someone with a history of physical 
abuse and drugs.

04/16/19 at 13:00...The Doctor Is In...57 minutes... Dr. Ray Guarendi hosts a call-in and 
email show and gives advice on mental health of individuals. On this program he spoke 
about horrific health events that allegedly took place in preschools.

05/16/19 at 13:00...The Doctor Is In...57 minutes... Dr. Ray Guarendi hosts a call-in and 
email show and gives advice on mental health of individuals. On this program he talked 
to a man who has a mother with bi-polar disorder.

05/24/19 at 13:00...The Doctor Is In...57 minutes... Dr. Ray Guarendi hosts a call-in and 
email show and gives advice on mental health of individuals. On this program he 
speaks about the health risks of using marijuana. 

06/10/19 at 13:00...The Doctor Is In...57 minutes... Dr. Ray Guarendi hosts a call-in and 
email show and gives advice on mental health of individuals. On this program he spoke 
about a gentleman with anxiety in social settings. 

06/25/19 at 13:00...The Doctor Is In...57 minutes... Dr. Ray Guarendi hosts a call-in and 
email show and gives advice on mental health of individuals. On this program he 
speaks to a woman about anger and health.



ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  WQHE SECOND QUARTER 2019

ISSUE:  EDUCATIONAL

04/04/19 at 20:00...The World Over...59 minutes... Raymond Arroyo educates with his 
news show what is going on that is important in the world. Raymond spoke with Abby 
Johnson about her new movie, Unplanned.

04/25/19 at 20:00...The World Over...59 minutes... Raymond Arroyo educates with his 
news show what is going on that is important in the world. Raymond spoke with Clare 
Asquith, author of Shakespeare and the Resistance. 

05/09/19 at 20:00...The World Over...59 minutes... Raymond Arroyo educates with his 
news show what is going on that is important in the world. Raymond spoke to Shannon 
Bream, chief legal correspondent and host of Fox News at Night about her new memoir 
Finding the Bright Side: The Art of Chasing What Matters.

05/23/19 at 20:00...The World Over...59 minutes... Raymond Arroyo educates with his 
news show what is going on that is important in the world. Raymond speaks to Fr. 
Gerald Murray about the installation of Most Rev. Wilton Gregory as the new 
Archbishop of Washington, D.C.

06/07/19 at 20:00...The World Over...59 minutes... Raymond Arroyo educates with his 
news show what is going on that is important in the world. Raymond spoke to Steven 
Mosher about China’s oppression of religious minorities.

06/27/19 at 20:00...The World Over...59 minutes... Raymond Arroyo educates with his 
news show what is going on that is important in the world. Raymond spoke with the 
president of Women’s Rights Without Frontiers Reggie Littlejohn about the situation of 
girls and widows in China.



ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  WQHE SECOND QUARTER 2019

ISSUE:  PUBLIC INTEREST

04/07/19 at 09:30...EWTN Bookmark...30 minutes... Host Doug Keck shares a book 
review with authors of books of public interest. He discusses Fr. John Flader’s book 
Journey into Truth.

04/14/19 at 09:30...EWTN Bookmark...30 minutes... Host Doug Keck shares a book 
review with authors of books of public interest. He talked with Robert Haddad about his 
book, Defend the Faith!

04/28/19 at 09:30...EWTN Bookmark...30 minutes... Host Doug Keck shares a book 
review with authors of books of public interest. He talked with Fr. Thomas Joseph 
White’s book, The Light of Christ: An Introduction to Catholicism.

05/19/19 at 09:30...EWTN Bookmark...30 minutes... Host Doug Keck shares a book 
review with authors of books of public interest. He talked with Lou Holtz about his book 
Three Rules for Living a Good Life: A Game Plan after Graduation.

06/02/19 at 09:30...EWTN Bookmark...30 minutes... Host Doug Keck shares a book 
review with authors of books of public interest. He talked with Fr. Timothy M. Gallagher 
about his book Setting Captives Free: Personal Reflections on Ignatian Discernment of 
Spirits.

06/16/19 at 09:30...EWTN Bookmark...30 minutes... Host Doug Keck shares a book 
review with authors of books of public interest. He talked with Fr. Joseph Mary Wolfe 
about the prayer book, “Mother Angelica’s The Way of the Cross.”


